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Overall Comments

You’ve submitted an solid collection of images here Chris, together with a 
detailed description and a final evaluation. I intend to focus on the assignment 
in a broader sense than just the quality of the photography: how it will be 
assessed under the four assessment criteria when you finish in a few months 
time.

Feedback on assignment  

There are some interesting ideas here, and you’ve explored the assignment 
brief through street photography successfully and at some depth, analysed 
succinctly in your assignment notes. Technically the work is proficent (at any 
rate in the screen image via your log as I haven’t yet seen prints), and there 
are some interesting creative ideas further along. Your writing is strong both 
descriptively and analytically but do be aware that ‘quality of written English’ is  
assessed under the Quality criteria so please read through and correct 
grammar before assessment (spelling is generally fine). 

It might be an idea to place the images together with their relevant 
description, or alternatively refer to the image numbers  when you’re talking 
about a photograph so that the tutor/assessor can easily find their way 
around. 

Your final evaluation lacks a little depth, for instance ‘After a lot of reading and 
research into colours in photography I had an idea and more of an 
understanding in what I wanted to do’ . Can you be more specific? 
References? Generally speaking it would be great to see you referencing one 
or two photographers and/or ideas that motivate you here. 

Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays  

I would like to see the research for each of the assignments referenced in the 
log. As you are now entering Part 4 it is important to catch up on this section 
in order not to risk losing marks at assessment. A few contextual references - 
relevant photographers, quotes from books, articles, the web - properly 



referenced and with brief observations/reflections, especially how they relate 
to your own work. The Harvard Referencing Guide is an essential resource for 
all students and is on the student web.

Suggested reading/viewing 

Check John Hinde the famous postcard photographer who always included a 
red colour accent, perhaps to contextualise the Millenium Bridge shot (or your 
postman shot which is quite a postcard image). Nick Roeg’s Don’t Look Now 
for the child in a red coat, although yours is not a psychlogical study but a 
decisive moment (great shot this).

Conclusions and targets for next assignment

Do you intend to submit your digital learning log only at assessment or prints 
for each assignment as well? We recommend physical prints together with the 
log but its not essential at this level, and your learning log is in good order. 
Please send me samples with the next assignment if you’re submitting prints 
so that I can feed back on print quality.

Assignment 4 is a notoriously difficult assignment in the TAOP module. Many 
students find it complex technically and so may forget a creative response. 
Choose your subject carefully - perhaps select something unexpected rather 
than the usual ornament, but do focus on the lighting aspect. 

In conclusion, a solid assignment Chris, indicating a considerable amount of 
field work. Don’t forget that fourth assessment criteria!
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